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Introduction {#sec1}
============

ABCB1 (also known as P-glycoprotein, P-gp, or MDR1) is a member of the ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) protein superfamily. ABCB1 is responsible for the multidrug resistance of cancer cells that leads to failure of chemotherapy treatment ([@bib1]). The transmembrane domains (TMDs) recognize and translocate a wide variety of hydrophobic compounds ([@bib2]). The conserved nucleotide binding domains (NBDs) bind and hydrolyze ATP, converting the chemical energy into conformational changes that lead to substrate translocation across the membrane.

The overall structure of ABCB1 shows a twofold pseudo-symmetry with a TMD1-NBD1-linker-TMD2-NBD2 domain sequence. NBDs form dimers in a head-to-tail arrangement, while creating two composite nucleotide-binding sites (NBS) in their interface. The NBSs harbor a set of conserved motifs, including the A-loop ([@bib3]), Walker A motif ([@bib4]), Q-loop ([@bib5]), X-loop ([@bib6]), signature motif ([@bib7]), Walker B motif ([@bib8]), D-loop ([@bib9]), and the H-loop ([@bib10]) (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Substrate translocation seems to follow an alternating access mechanism ([@bib11]) implying a substrate binding site that is accessible exclusively from the intra- or the extracellular space. The substrate binding site is of high affinity in the inward facing state and of low affinity as the protein changes its conformation to an outward facing state ([@bib12]). Unidirectionality of transport is imposed by coupling transport to ATP binding and hydrolysis. The exact mechanism of harvesting the energy stored in ATP, its conversion into conformational changes, and its directional substrate translocation remained enigmatic. ABCB1 shows basal ATPase activity that is uncoupled from substrate transport ([@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]), whereas the presence of substrates increases the ATPase activity up to 10-fold ([@bib16]). Several mechanistic models of the transport cycle have been proposed. These can be classified based on the predicted degree of NBD separation: the most important models include the tweezers-like ([@bib17]) or the ATP switch model ([@bib18]), which predict complete NBD separation, whereas the processive clamp ([@bib19]), the alternating sites ([@bib14]), or the constant contact model ([@bib20]) suggest continuous NBD-NBD contact throughout the transport cycle. The early models were based on biochemical evidence including ATPase and transport assays, mutational studies, chemical modification of cysteines, and nucleotide binding experiments. The crystal structures, showing widely separated NBDs, introduced the notion of extensive NBD separation during the transport cycle ([@bib21], [@bib22]). Independent structural evidence for NBD motions came mainly from spectroscopic studies using EPR ([@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]), FRET ([@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]), and cysteine cross-linking ([@bib29], [@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib33]). Not all data are fully consistent; therefore, the conformational changes of the transport cycle remained disputed. ABCB1 and homologs have been studied by simulations. Using unbiased or enhanced sampling methods, conformational transitions of the transport cycle ([@bib24], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]), asymmetry ([@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41]), the effect of nucleotides on the overall transporter conformation ([@bib23], [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47]), substrate translocation ([@bib42], [@bib48], [@bib49]), and the influence of the environment on transporter stability ([@bib50]) were investigated.Figure 1Structure and motifs of ABCB1. (*a*) Given here is a structural model of the full-length ABCB1 in the outward open state. (*b*) Interfacial view of the ABCB1 NBD with highlighted features: core subunit (*gray*), helical subunit (*light blue*), ATP (*yellow sticks*), Mg^2+^ (*light green*), and the NBD motifs. This color code is applied to all figures. The most important residue of each motif is highlighted in the same color as the motif: the tyrosine (Y401/Y1044) of the A-loop, the glutamine (Q475/Q1118) of the Q-loop, the histidine (H87/H1232) of the H-loop, the glutamine (Q530/Q1175) of the X-loop, and the glutamate (E556/E1201) of the Walker B loop are shown. (*c*) Given here is the simulation setup: cartoon representation of the NBDs of ABCB1 with bound ATP and Mg^2+^. This conformation of the homology model is also at smallest center-of-mass distance. The center of mass of both domains is highlighted as a large purple sphere. The chain of smaller purple-colored spheres represents the center of mass of NBD2 of umbrella windows at increasing NBD separation used for the PMF calculations.

Despite the increasing amount of data, the exact mechanism of harvesting the energy stored in ATP, its conversion into conformational changes, and directional substrate translocation, remains unresolved. The aim of this study was to quantify the primary impact of nucleotides on NBD dimer conformation, interactions, and energy profiles. Unbiased MD simulations were combined with potential of mean force (PMF) calculations to reveal how these interactions shape the conformation of the NBD dimer, which leads to conversion of the chemical energy stored in ATP into mechanical forces that change the shape of the transporter and allow for directional substrate transport.

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

The NBD of Sav1866 is 51 and 49% identical to NBD1 (residue 390--620) and NBD2 (residue 1033--1265) of ABCB1, respectively. The sequence alignment ([@bib51]) is shown in [Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Models of the NBDs of ABCB1 were developed on the basis of Sav1866 ([@bib52]) (PDB: [2ONJ](pdb:2ONJ){#intref0010}). We used the software MODELLER, version 9.15 ([@bib53]), to generate 50 models of ABCB1 based on the Sav1866 template applying the automodeling procedure of MODELLER and ranked the models by the DOPE score ([@bib54]). The cocrystallized AMP-PNP served as template for ATP, whereas Na^+^ was replaced by Mg^2+^. The best model according to the DOPE score was selected. The ADP-bound model of the NBDs of ABCB1 were created by removing the *γ*-phosphate moiety, whereas ATP and Mg^2+^ were removed to obtain the apo system. The binding mode of AMP-PNP is in good agreement with other crystal structures, in particular with the most recent mouse ABCB1 structure holding an ATP molecule in NBS1 ([@bib22]). Within each NBS, we refer to the NBD that binds the nucleotide via A-loop and Walker A motifs as cis-NBD and the opposite NBD that interacts via its signature motif and the X-loop as trans-NBD. Structural details are shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Simulations were carried out using the AMBER99SB-ILDN force field ([@bib55]). ATP and ADP parameters are based on the GAFF force field ([@bib56]) and parameterization by Meagher et al. ([@bib57]). Original parameters were converted to GROMACS format using ACPYPE ([@bib58]).

All simulations were carried out with the software GROMACS, version 5.1 ([@bib59]), using these homology models of the NBDs of ABCB1 (residues 390--620 and 1033--1265). All systems were solvated in water and 0.15 M NaCl and energy-minimized followed by a slow release protocol of stepwise reduction of position restraints (1000, 100, 10, and 1 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2^) on the C*α* atoms, the two nucleotides, and the Mg^2+^ ions. Temperature was maintained at 310 K, applying velocity rescaling ([@bib60]) and using 0.5 ps coupling time. Pressure was isotropically set to 1 bar with 20.1 ps coupling time using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat ([@bib61]). A short-range cutoff of 0.9 nm was applied for electrostatic interactions, whereas long-range interactions were treated by the particle mesh Ewald method ([@bib62]). Three systems for each configuration (apo, ATP, and ADP) were first independently equilibrated, followed by 400-ns-long unbiased simulations using a timestep of 2 fs.

We estimated the forces acting between the NBDs using PMF ([@bib63]) calculations, applying umbrella sampling and the weighted histogram analysis method ([@bib64], [@bib65]). The systems were initially oriented along their main axis and rotated so that the normal of the NBD-NBD interface is parallel to one main system axis. In the case of the ADP-bound configuration, we modified the side-chain rotamers of residue Q1118 and E1201 to obtain symmetric interaction with Mg^2+^ and nucleotide in both NBSs. Starting configurations were created by translating NBD2 (including the bound nucleotide and Mg^2+^ in NBS2) relative to NBD1 in 0.04 nm steps until 1.4 nm separation along an axis normal to the NBD-NBD interface. The generation of starting conformations was based on geometric considerations from crystal structures. The crystal structures of the eukaryotic ABCB1 transporters (mouse ABCB1; PDB: [4M1M](pdb:4M1M){#intref0015} ([@bib21]) and *Caenorhabditis elegans* ABCB1; PDB: [4F4C](pdb:4F4C){#intref0020} ([@bib66])) showed that the NBDs separate along a path that is perpendicular to the NBD-NBD interface. We imposed symmetry in the movement of the NBDs to construct the reaction path of the PMF profile, because the crystal structures showed that the NBDs also remained aligned at full separation (see [Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The transport cycle models, which predict full NBD separation (tweezers-like or the ATP switch model), frequently predict symmetric NBD movements. Additional windows were added between 0.12 and 0.48 nm NBD separation in 0.01 nm steps (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) to enhance sampling. Relative alignment of NBDs was maintained using the enforced rotation (ER) module ([@bib67]), applied to both NBDs separately. Parameters of ER are set to remove the overall rotational and translational degree of freedom except the NBD center of mass distance along the reaction coordinate, by applying the pivot free radial motion method or the radial motion method to NBD2 and NBD1, respectively. The rotation force constant was set to 5000 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2∗^deg^−1^. Independence of the NBD-NBD center-of-mass motions from the applied ER restraints was estimated by correlating forces and torques. The analysis showed negligible correlation (0.2 at maximum).

The umbrella windows were simulated for 10 ns and increased to 20 ns at saddle points to obtain proper sampling. The distance of the C*α* atoms of one NBD relative to the other NBD was restrained, including bound nucleotide and Mg^2+^, if applicable. Assignment of the nucleotide to the selected NBD is based on experimental data ([@bib22], [@bib68], [@bib69], [@bib70], [@bib71]), which show that nucleotide is bound to the A-loop and Walker A motifs. The applied harmonic force constant was set to *k*~pull~ = 5000 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2^. Upon improper sampling, the umbrella window was repeated by applying *k*~pull~ = 5000 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2^ or *k*~pull~ = 25,000 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2^. Forces and center-of-mass distances were recorded every 20 ps. Convergence of the PMF curves was tested by the bootstrap method ([@bib64]) applying 500 iterations. The potential energy of interaction among motifs, groups, molecules, and ions were calculated by quantifying the electrostatic and Lennard-Jones energy of interactions for the involved atoms, then summarized and averaged over the trajectories.

The ER module was applied to mimic the restraints that are imposed by the TMDs in the full transporter and would prevent free diffusion or free rotation of the NBDs, because TMDs and NBDs interact through the ICLs. This property of the architecture of full-length ABCB1 prevented us from directly evaluating the effect of the restraints as can be applied to fully independent proteins ([@bib72]), because NBD1 and NBD2 are conformationally restrained by the TMDs and part of the same protein. Instead, to test the robustness of the reaction coordinate used in the PMF calculations, we continued each umbrella window simulation for 1 ns after removing the enforced rotation restraints. The distance between the NBDs along the axis of NBD-NBD separation was maintained using the same distance parameter (*k*~pull~ = 5000 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2^) as in the PMF calculations to prevent fast NBD-NBD association along the steep gradient of the reaction coordinate, which could hide other structural changes that evolve more slowly. Also, the NBDs rotate independently in free simulation, which leads to a misalignment between direction/axis of the distance restraints and the probed NBD dimer internal NBD-NBD distance. We therefore fixed in space the position of NBD1 using a force constant of 1000 kJ^∗^mol^−1∗^nm^−2^, whereas on NBD2 only the distance restraint along the axis of NBD-NBD separation was active. This setting allows uncovering potential higher energy conformation or additional gradients of rotation or translations of the relative NBD-NBD orientation, which were not probed for by the PMF calculation and could have been masked by the enforced rotation module. High energy conformation would therefore lead to a systematic deviation of showing a rotation or translation of NBD2 relative to NBD1.

Results {#sec3}
=======

We studied the NBDs of ABCB1 in the apo-, ADP-, and ATP-bound states using unbiased and PMF calculations. Overall rotations of the domains were removed in the biased simulations by the ER module ([@bib67]), therefore allowing for improved sampling in the essential dimension of NBD separation. We could thereby probe for key interactions and investigate the role of specific contacts, while imposing a symmetric NBD separation, which is indicated by the NBD-NBD alignment observed in the crystal structures of mouse and *C. elegans* ABCB1 ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and implicitly or explicitly predicted by the transport models that include a state of full NBD separation (tweezers-like or the ATP switch model). The unbiased simulations complete the picture, highlighting motions and conformations. Substrate transport by ABCB1 is energized by ATP binding and hydrolysis. Simulations of the isolated NBD dimers allowed us to investigate ATP binding, NBD dimerization, and, importantly, to quantify the maximal primary/available energy generated by the NBDs, which can be harvested by ABCB1 for conformational changes resulting in substrate transport.

Interaction network {#sec3.1}
-------------------

Analysis of the NBD dimer in the presence or absence of nucleotides revealed important interdomain interactions that depended on the type of bound nucleotide. We analyzed the final 200 ns of the unbiased trajectories, while treating the first 200 ns as additional equilibration. Within the equilibration phase, the conformation relaxed and converged to a conformational ensemble that was representative for the nucleotide setup. The representative final structure of each simulation is shown in [Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The interaction graphs ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, *a*--*c*) quantified the cumulative analysis of interactions that were averaged over three independent simulations carried out for each configuration (apo, ADP, and ATP). Two motifs were considered to interact, if their average closest atom distance was \<0.3 nm and therefore in direct contact. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} highlights striking differences between the three configurations, as follows: 1) The apo simulations revealed mainly intradomain connections. Stable interactions between the two NBDs were observed between the Walker A motifs and the contralateral D-loop. NBS1 showed additional interdomain interactions, whereas NBS2 opened in all three simulations (as an example, see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *d*). 2) In the presence of ATP, simulations revealed a large and almost symmetric network of both intra- and interdomain interactions ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *b*). The two ATP molecules served as hubs for these interactions, mediating most interdomain connections. In addition, ATP binding also promoted new intradomain contacts. ATP therefore rigidified the NBD dimer, which is also reflected in the RMSD matrix ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ATP-containing simulations showed only transient NBS openings, in contrast to the apo-and ADP-bound configurations. Structural parameters characterizing the overall conformation of each NBD ([Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the conformation of each NBS ([Figs. S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the structural stability of bound nucleotides and Mg^2+^, are given ([Figs. S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). 3) The ADP-bound configuration showed in the independent simulations that NBS1 or NBS2 was less tightly packed. The representative structure closest to the mean ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *f*) assumed an asymmetric conformation with the dissociation of the NBD2 core domain and the NBD1 signature motif resulting in opening of NBS2. Importantly, network analysis revealed a strong reduction of interdomain connections and a less symmetric pattern. Removal of the *γ*-phosphate significantly decreased the number of interactions. Interestingly, the Mg^2+^ ion assumed two mutually exclusive conformations: it was either bound to ADP or to the Walker B and Q-loop ([Fig. S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is a clear difference to the presence of ATP, where both interactions can coexist.Figure 2Motif interaction graph based on minimal distances for the apo-, ATP-, and ADP-bound NBD dimers. Connecting lines between motifs are drawn, if the minimal distance is \<0.3 nm, averaged over the final 200 ns of the three independent simulations of the same system. Interaction graph of (*a*) the apo system, (*b*) the ATP-bound, and (*c*) the ADP-bound configurations. (*d*--*f*) Representative structures (closest to the mean structure of the final 200 ns) of apo-, ATP-, and ADP-containing simulations, respectively, with highlighted motifs (*colored* as in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Function of the phosphate groups {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------

The phosphates of ATP and ADP interacted with both NBDs, most prominently with the Walker A (NBD1: residue 427--435; NBD2: residue 1070--1078) and signature motif (NBD1: residue 531--538; NBD2: residue 1176--1183). The interactions differed significantly between the two nucleotides in conformation, interaction pattern, and energies. We first analyzed the contribution of phosphate interactions to the potential energy, consisting of nonbonded electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, including hydrogen bonds ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The energetic analysis, averaging over the equilibrated second 200 ns of three trajectories, revealed that the *α*-phosphate (P*α* + O*α*) and the *β*-phosphate (P*β* + O*β*) have a dominant role in anchoring the nucleotide to the Walker A motif (ATP = −497 ± 97 kJ/mol and ADP = −504 ± 111 kJ/mol). P*α* showed almost no interaction with the signature motif on the trans-NBD ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, *a* and *b*, *blue* and *cyan*). P*β* strongly contributed to binding of ATP to the Walker A motif and therefore to the cis-NBD (Walker A-P*β*: ATP = −325 ± 99 kJ/mol), while showing minimal interactions with the signature motif. In contrast, P*β* of ADP formed strong interactions with the signature motif (P*β* -- signature motif: ATP = −17 ± 27 kJ/mol and ADP = −79 ± 82 kJ/mol). The strength of the interaction with the signature motif is similar to that of the terminal *γ*-phosphate (P*γ*) of ATP (P*γ* signature motif: ATP = −100 ± 98 kJ/mol). Both the P*β* of ADP and the P*γ* of ATP carry a charge of −2 and contribute to dimerization by interacting with the signature motif. However, P*γ* of ATP on average showed smaller and fluctuating interactions with the Walker A motif on the cis-NBD, whereas interactions of the terminal phosphate of ADP and the Walker A motifs were much stronger (Walker A-P*γ*: ATP = −139 ± 143 kJ/mol; P*β* ADP = −334 ± 176 kJ/mol).Figure 3Potential energy of interaction of nucleotide phosphate groups. Energies are shown for (*a*) ATP and (*b*) ADP interacting with the Walker A and the signature motifs. Most frequent location of phosphorus atoms of (*c*) ATP (*orange*) and of (*d*) and (*e*) ADP (*purple*) is given in its two dominant conformations in unbiased simulations.

[Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, *c*--*e*, shows the most likely positions of the P*α*, P*β*, and P*γ* atoms after fitting the trajectories to the Walker A motif. Interestingly, time averages revealed that the phosphate groups of ADP occupied the same three positions between the Walker A and the signature motif as those of ATP, highlighted by the three overlapping regions of high phosphorus occupancy. For ADP, the central area showed higher occupancy. We observed in our simulations that ADP can adopt two binding modes: in the first, the position of the P*α* and P*β* overlap between ATP and ADP ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, *c* and *d*), whereas in the second mode, ADP is shifted and its P*α* and P*β* overlap with P*β* and P*γ* of ATP ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *e*). These data indicate that the P*β* of ADP has a dual role. It interacts with the cis-NBD as the P*β* of ATP, but it also interacts with the trans-NBD as the P*γ* of ATP.

Potential of mean force {#sec3.3}
-----------------------

Quantification of forces acting between the NBDs was carried out using PMF calculations applying the umbrella sampling technique. The starting structures for the closest distance were the same as those used for the unbiased simulations. Their initial center-of-mass distance along the probed direction ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *c*) was defined as zero separation. TMD1 and TMD2, which remain membrane-embedded and in contact throughout the transport cycle, restrain possible translational and rotational motions of the NBDs through the tetrahedral bundles of ICL1-4 that form stable interfaces with NBD1 and NBD2. The reaction coordinate was derived from the crystal structures by comparing the conformation of the canonical closed NBD (outward-facing) conformation with the inward facing crystal structures of the homologous mouse and *C. elegans* ABCB1 structure (PDB: [4M1M](pdb:4M1M){#intref0025} ([@bib21]) and PDB: [4F4C](pdb:4F4C){#intref0030} ([@bib66]), respectively). These crystal structures represent snapshots of the motion from the closed dimer (outward-facing ATP bound) to the inward-facing nucleotide-free conformation. We defined the reaction coordinate as symmetric with respect to NBS1 and NBS2 and to maximally overlap with the movements of the NBDs as observed in the crystal structure as highlighted in the [Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In every umbrella window we increased the separations of the NBDs, whereas the nucleotide and the Mg^2+^ remained bound to the core domain and the Walker A motif ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), because nucleotides have been observed to exclusively interact with these motifs of the cis-NBD when the NBDs are separated ([@bib22], [@bib70], [@bib71]).

To keep the NBDs aligned in the absence of the conformation restraining TMDs, the overall rotational degrees of freedom were removed by using enforced rotation. We could therefore increase sampling along the important degree of freedom of NBD separation. The PMF curves ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *a*) were calculated by the weighted histogram analysis method together with bootstrapping for error estimation. Zero level was set at full separation (at 1.2 nm).Figure 4Impact of NBD separation. (*a*) PMF profile with error estimates is shown along the reaction coordinate of NBD separation. (*b*) Mean potential energy (electrostatic and van der Waals) between NBDs includes nucleotides of each umbrella window. Colored circles show actual datapoints, whereas solid lines represent smoothed curves (averaging four datapoints) to enhance clarity. (*c*) Shown here is the NBD separation dependence of the average number of water molecules around the adenine base of the nucleotide within a 0.4-nm radius. (*d*) Shown here is the pulling force in the umbrella window at 0.4 nm separation of the ATP-containing configuration (*red*). The number of water molecules around the base of ATP is shown in blue. (*e*) Given here is the mean potential interaction energy (electrostatic and van der Waals) of the phosphates with the trans-NBD. (*f*--*g*) Shown here is an NBS1 closeup of representative conformations for high and low water presence between the adenine base and the X-loop, viewed from the X-loop (*black*, *in front*) toward the nucleotide. (*f*) Here we show the dewetted interface; (*g*) here we show the water-filled interface. Conformations are extracted as indicated in (*d*).

The NBDs exert an attractive force toward each other even in the absence of nucleotides. However, the PMF profile is shallow, showing a broad minimum over ∼0.15 nm. The lowest energy conformation of the apo-NBD dimer indicates a slight opening of the NBDs and a very dynamic range of conformations. The presence of ATP in the NBS markedly increases the attractive forces to −41.8 ± 4.6 kJ/mol. Of note, error estimation correlates with the degree of variability in the dataset and represents a lower limit, because structural changes or correlations that take longer than the simulation time are not sampled and are therefore not observed. The most stable conformation is that of a closely associated NBD dimer. The PMF profile showed a deep minimum close to minimal NBD separation, followed by a steep rising slope reaching a transition point at a separation of ∼0.4 nm. A second shallower minimum exists at 0.5 nm NBD-NBD separation after which the PMF profile converged to zero at 0.8 nm. The PMF profile of the ADP-bound NBD dimer revealed a shape similar to that of ATP, with the global and the secondary minimum at the same separation. The global minimum was not as deep (−29.6 ± 3.6 kJ/mol), whereas the transition state at 0.35 nm NBD separation was of higher energy, indicative of the existence of a kinetic barrier for ADP-induced dimerization, in line with the experimental data showing that ADP cannot stabilize the same conformation of ABCB1 as ATP ([@bib24], [@bib73], [@bib74], [@bib75]).

The presence of the transition state at 0.35 nm for ADP and 0.40 nm for the ATP configuration, which was absent in the apo configuration, suggested the existence of additional forces in the presence of nucleotides. Overall attractive and repulsive forces equal out at the transition point, thereby highlighting that both the attractive and the repulsive forces act simultaneously in the nucleotide-bound dimer.

The total potential interaction energy ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *b*) between the NBDs showed a monotonic distance dependence and the interaction potentials are always attractive. The potential energy profiles of ADP and ATP were similar, whereas the apo configuration showed a weaker attraction. Therefore, nucleotides make a significant contribution to the total attractive force. The curves of ADP and ATP overlapped with each other within error margins, indicating that the presence of the additional P*γ* of ATP makes only a small contribution to the total enthalpic interaction energy.

Importantly, in addition to the interactions of the phosphates with both NBDs, a second strong force that kept the dimer associated arose from hydrophobic interactions between the adenine group and a hydrophobic pocket at the X-loop. These interactions were already visible in the unbiased simulations as the nucleotide base was most of the time bound to the A-loop and to the X-loop. The transition state between the two minima of the PMF profile concurred with the rapid increase in the number of water molecules between the adenine ring and the X-loop ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*). We also observed a slight peak in the number of interfacial water molecules at the separation of the transition state. Such increased density is typical for water confined between hydrophobic surfaces ([@bib76]). It is caused by forcing water molecules to assume a more regular relative orientation ([@bib77]) to maximize the number of hydrogen bonds. The effect therefore diminished at larger NBD separation. In the closed dimer the adenine base is in direct contact with the hydrophobic patch in the X-loop (NBD1: residues 524, 530, and 531; NBD2: residues 1169, 1175, and 1176). At initial NBD separation, these touching surfaces do not separate enough to create the required space for water molecules to enter, therefore creating a vacuumlike effect, which exerts a strong attractive force opposing NBD separation in the presence of a nucleotide. With increasing distance between 0.3 and 0.4 nm, the space became large enough to allow water molecules to enter between the hydrophobic surfaces. Water molecules confined between hydrophobic surfaces are of high energy and attract further water molecules, thereby creating a repulsive force that pushes the NBDs apart. One umbrella window at the transition point showed both counteracting forces, as water molecules moved into and out of the interface ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *d*, *f*, and *g*). The forces acting between the NBDs therefore changed between attractive and repulsive in response to the number of water molecules. This property of water was therefore the cause of the transition state observed between the two minima of the two nucleotide (ADP and ATP)- containing configurations and also explains the lack of a comparable maximum in the apo configuration.

The reaction coordinate of the PMF calculations was derived from conformations and movements observed in crystal structures, which impose restraints on possible motions. To test whether the reaction coordinate was not a high energy path, which could have been masked by the enforced rotation restraints that prevented rotational and translational movements of the two NBD relative to each other, we extended every umbrella window simulation by 1 ns. We thereby removed all restraints except one that maintained the probed NBD-NBD separation, which is needed because of the steep gradient along the reaction coordinate. One NBD was set to move freely except for the distance restraint, whereas the second NBD was restrained in space. This setting was selected to circumvent the technical incompatibility of the overall tumbling of the NBD dimer with the directionality of the distance restraint, which does not follow the tumbling. Possible high energy conformation can still be unmasked, because the NBD, which is free to move, would deviate systematically from the selected path. The second NBD did not largely show any systematic translational ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, *a*--*c*) or rotational ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, *d*--*f*) drifts of the NBD-NBD alignment, supporting the selection of the reaction coordinate. The changes are representative of free diffusion that leads to random directional and rotational movements, although limited by direct NBD-NBD contacts. The apo system showed, as expected, the smallest deviation from the starting structures. The nucleotides did not increase much the degree of rotation compared to the apo state, and the increase was randomly distributed. Larger translational motions along the *z* axis (normal to the membrane plane) were detected in the ADP- and ATP-bound systems as compared to apo, but this motion would be efficiently prevented by the TMD in the full transporter setting, indicating that the applied restraints mimic the effect of the TMDs on NBD motions. Only at a separation between 0.35 and 0.45 nm might a systematic tendency of translation be present along the *y* direction, which was due to the hydrophobic interaction between the adenine base and the X-loop. This small shift allowed for their reattachment, while maintaining the NBD-NBD separation, because the ring system of the base is aligned at ∼45 relative to the reaction coordinate of NBD separation (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *b*). This motion misaligned the signature sequence with the Walker A motif and the phosphates of the nucleotides, but might be prevented by the TMDs in the full-length transporter. These data therefore show that the reaction coordinate is reasonable and the enforced rotation module limits motions that would also not be allowed in the full transporter.Figure 5Accuracy of the reaction coordinate of the PMF calculations. Each umbrella window of the PMF calculation was extended by 1 ns without applying enforced rotation. (*a*--*c*) These panels show the translational movements of NBD2 relative to NBD1. The distance restraint maintaining the NBD separation is active, which leads to minimal movement in the *x* direction. (*d*--*f*) These panels show the rotation of NBD2 relative to NBD1. The direction of rotation is random and similar amplitudes are visible for the apo-, ATP-, and ADP-containing system, suggesting the absence of a masked rotational component. (*g*) Here we visualize the probed translational and rotational axes.

Bridging waters in the interface {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------

Water molecules in the NBD-NBD interface formed interaction networks and hydrogen-bond bridges between sides. Water density analysis ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, *a*--*c*) showed that multiple water molecules are stably bound to ATP (and also to ADP). These water molecules formed, at the same time, hydrogen bonds with the trans-NBD ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *d*). At a separation of 0.42--0.52 nm (transition state and secondary minima on the PMF curve), stable water molecules were present between the X-loop and the adenosine ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, *a* and *b*). However, the number of hydrogen bonds in the interface remained stable at these separations ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *e*). As the distance increased beyond two-to-three layers of waters molecules, the hydrogen bonding network became unstable and the number of hydrogen bonds decreased despite the increase of the total number of water molecules between the NBDs. At 0.8 nm NBD separation, the NBD-NBD interface was filled with freely moving water molecules, whereas the water density ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *c*) and the number of hydrogen bonds ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} *e*) dropped to average bulk water density and dynamics---therefore no longer exerting any significant force between the NBDs.Figure 6Density of water in the NBS shown (*a*) at the transition point (0.42 nm NBD separation), (*b*) at the secondary minima (0.52 nm NBD separation), and (*c*) at the noninteracting distances (0.8 nm NBD separation). The blue wireframe encloses water densities 1.5-fold higher than bulk water, therefore highlighting stably bound water molecules. (*d*) Shown here is the hydrogen-bond network between the Walker A (*red ribbon*) and signature motif (*magenta ribbon*) at the secondary minima (0.52 nm NBD separation). The X-loop is highlighted in black. (*e*) Number of hydrogen bonds within a 1 nm sphere around the signature motif, indicating the increased number of hydrogen bonds formed by the stabile bound interfacial water at small NBD separation (*colored circles* show actual datapoints, whereas *solid lines* represent a smoothed curve averaging two datapoints).

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The NBSs convert the chemical energy stored in the phosphate bonds of ATP into conformational changes of the NBDs that lead to overall structural changes of ABCB1. Our aim was to quantify the energy produced by nucleotide-induced NBD association, which can thereby be harvested by ABCB1 for directional substrate transport. We therefore created a homology model of the isolated NBDs of ABCB1 to limit the energetic consideration to the motor domains before energy transduction to the TMDs occurs. We compared the energies of NBD association for the apo-, ADP-, and ATP-bound states, and identified the underlying forces and interactions that guide NBD dimerization. Although the difference between ATP and ADP is only one phosphate group, we observed striking differences in the interactions of the phosphates with the signature motif of the trans-NBD. We found that the stability of the NBD dimer depended on the type of nucleotide bound to the NBSs. Even in the absence of any nucleotides, the apo NBDs show an inherent tendency to form dimers, stabilized by weak interactions. The PMF profile of the apo dimer revealed a broad and shallow minimum, indicative of a large ensemble of possible relative arrangements. Therefore, no specific conformation was stabilized. Unbiased simulations revealed a large range of fluctuating interdomain distances, comparable to the range of distances measured for ABCB1 by electron paramagnetic resonance ([@bib23]). We find extensive opening in one NBS, but the NBD dimer never separated completely. Experimental evidence for the stability of isolated NBD dimers has been reported ([@bib78]) and it has also been shown that large NBD separation is not necessary for transport as ABCB1 was able to proceed through the transport cycle while the NBDs were held together by a cross-link ([@bib29]).

Nucleotides stabilized the dimer and also confined its geometry. Importantly, the interaction network of ATP and ADP within the NBS was found to be significantly different. ATP showed a well-defined binding geometry with a dimerization energy of −41.8 ± 4.6 kJ/mol. The ATP-bound dimer was stable and largely symmetric in unbiased simulations and showed a narrow conformational ensemble. In these conformations, ATP is tightly bound to motifs of the cis-NBD, whereas P*γ* reached out and strongly interacted with the signature motif of the trans-NBD. ADP also showed a sharp energy minimum of −29.6 ± 3.6 kJ/mol, but the two phosphate atoms of ADP failed to simultaneously maintain all interaction networks provided by ATP. In particular, the lack of P*γ* prevents ADP from simultaneously maintaining connections encompassing 1) Walker A--nucleotide--signature motif and 2) Walker A--nucleotide--Mg^2+^--Walker B and Q-loop. Instead, ADP shifted the position of its two phosphate groups, thereby altering the interaction network between them from forming strong interactions with the signature motif on the trans-NBD or with the Walker B and Q-loop on the cis-NBD. The network of interactions in the NBS of the ADP bound state excludes strong interactions with the trans-NBD in one of the two conformations, thereby reducing the stability of the complex and the close association of the NBD dimer. Unbiased simulations confirmed this weakened interaction network that stabilizes the closed NBS geometry. The ADP-bound systems showed partial asymmetric opening of the NBS, in which the P*β* of ADP did not directly interact with the signature motif. The overall shape of the PMF profile and the associated energies indicated that the presence of ADP alone would not promote NBD separation, but also that reaching the canonical dimer conformation is inhibited by a large kinetic barrier that separates the open from the closed conformation. The barrier was much smaller (comparable to kT) for ATP, consistent with the observation that ATP or nonhydrolyzable ATP analogs can reach the nucleotide occluded conformation, whereas ADP is not able to promote or stabilize the same conformation ([@bib24], [@bib73], [@bib74], [@bib75]). ADP therefore does not support transport, but it was experimentally found that the binding affinity of ADP is comparable that of ATP (*K*~*D*~(ATP) = 0.28 mM; *K*~*D*~(ADP) = 0.33 mM) ([@bib79]) consistent with the deep primary minimum. Also, Sav1866 was crystallized in an outward open conformation with two bound AMP-PNP or ADP molecules ([@bib6]), supporting the notion that ADP can stabilize the NBD dimer. The existence of a kinetic barrier is therefore essential, because the intracellular concentration of ADP is comparable to its *K*~*D*~; ADP would therefore be an effective inhibitor for ABCB1 transporter function, if not prevented from binding.

In this study we identified an underappreciated role of water molecules, which play key roles in 1) connecting the NBDs at medium separation via a hydrogen bonding network and 2) mediating important interactions between the X/A loops and the adenine base through the hydrophobic effect. Interactions of the nucleotide with the A-loop were found in nucleotide-bound crystal structures and also have been verified experimentally ([@bib3]). Mutations of either the A-loop ([@bib80]) or the X-loop ([@bib81]) sequences showed strong effects on ATP hydrolysis and transport. The PMF profiles of ATP and ADP revealed an unpredicted high energy transition point separating two energy minima. [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that hydrophobic interactions of the adenine base are responsible for the observed effect. We found that both the A-loop and the X-loop formed hydrophobic interactions with the adenine base, thus stabilizing a nucleotide sandwiched conformation. This interaction relay provides a large energetic contribution to dimerization that locks the nucleotide-bound closed conformation and creates a barrier for NBD-NBD separation. Also shown by the PMF profile, rupture of these hydrophobic interactions requires a large force that coincides with water entering between the hydrophobic surfaces of the base and of the protein ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*). Water density was especially high at small separation, which is typical for water molecules in confined hydrophobic space ([@bib76]), but also energetically unfavorable, supporting the interpretation that the hydrophobic interactions of the nucleotide base play an important role in maintaining the defined geometry of the nucleotide bound state. At a separation that is too small to allow for water to enter, work for creating the void volume is still required, which adds to the energy barrier.

Our results indicate that dimerization of separated, nucleotide-bound NBDs proceeds along a hierarchical sequence of four steps: 1) At 0.6 nm, a water-bridged network forms between NBDs and the interaction potential becomes attractive. 2) At 0.5 nm distance, water becomes confined between the hydrophobic interface of the X-loop and the adenine base, which creates a barrier to further distance reduction. 3) At 0.35 nm separation, the interface between the X-loop and the adenine base is dewetting, creating a strong force toward further association that leads to a sharp drop in the PMF profile. 4) At distances \<0.3 nm, the *γ*P of ATP forms coordinated interactions with the signature motif, ensuring that a proper dimer is formed.

The pattern of interaction among the NBDs, the nucleotide, and the Mg^2+^ ion differ strongly among the apo-, ADP-, and ATP-bound states. The interaction graph of the apo dimer showed the lowest number of interactions between motifs within the monomer and across the dimer interface. ADP only slightly increased the number of interactions. In contrast, in the presence of ATP, a large number of inter- and intradomain interactions were found. Most interactions across the dimer interface-connected motifs through contributions of ATP. These data show that binding of ATP can, through enhanced motif interactions, generate forces that lock the NBDs into a specific conformation. These interactions represent an input of energy into the NBDs, the motor domain of ABCB1, and might be associated with a power stroke of the transport cycle.

It has been shown experimentally that ATP occlusion occurs before hydrolysis in only one NBS. In wild-type ABCB1, one molecule of the nonhydrolyzable ATP analog ATP*γ*S was bound. Similarly, one ATP molecule was trapped in the catalytic glutamate mutant (E556Q/E1201Q) per transporter ([@bib82], [@bib83], [@bib84]). This ratio of one nucleotide per transporter was interpreted as being indicative of an asymmetric occlusion of one nucleotide. Asymmetry in NBS geometry was also observed in simulations ([@bib20], [@bib38], [@bib39], [@bib40], [@bib41]). Recent experiments with mouse ABCB1 with a shortened linker region showed that NBS1 has higher ATPase activity ([@bib22]), which is in-line with our observations of a more likely occlusion of ATP in NBS1. We selected a symmetric reaction coordinate, because crystal structures of ABCB1 ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicated that NBD separation would follow a symmetric path. Also transport cycle models that include full NBD separation typically predict symmetric movements. We carried out an estimation of structural drifts for each PMF window ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) to identify any indication that the reaction path could have been of high energy, which would lead to a systematic drift in relative NBD-NBD rotation. Rotations were randomly distributed, indicative that the isolated NBDs can associate symmetrically, if the same nucleotide is present in both NBSs. Presence of ATP in both NBSs is very likely, because the ATP concentration in the cytosol exceeds *K*~*D*~ by a large extent. The small systematic drift at intermediate separation indicates the possibility of a noncomplete symmetric geometry, but the experimentally observed asymmetry could be contingent to the presence of the TMDs. Importantly, the PMF profiles showed two minima in the nucleotide-bound state. Our data might therefore suggest that in an asymmetric conformation one NBS resides in the first minimum, whereas the second NBS assumes the geometry of the secondary minimum, thereby predisposing for ADP release after hydrolysis.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

ATP consumption by the NBDs energizes the transport cycle of ABCB1 by inducing conformational changes that are transmitted from the NBDs or motor domains to the TMDs, which recognize and translocate substrate. We use computational methods to quantify the energy input by ATP that leads to NBD dimerization. A comparison with the apo and the posthydrolytic ADP revealed that ATP stabilizes the NBD dimer in a well-defined conformation, acting as glue through specific hydrogen bonds and electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. This strongly interconnected ATP bound dimer is rigid and can therefore efficiently propagate forces toward the TMDs, representing a power stroke of the transport cycle by ABCB1. The structure-stabilizing network is disrupted in the posthydrolytic ADP-bound state and largely absent in the apo state, leading to structural rearrangement in the NBDs and consequently to the TMDs.
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